Conference Call May 1, 2007 Minutes
-Attendance: Jenna, Michelle (UC), Marilyn, Dave (YSU), Tonya
-Goals: To see who speakers are going to be for the Symposium and what we are doing
for the Friday night before the Symposium.
-Student Symposium
-Speakers for vestibular, military PT, aquatics, hippotherapy: Jenna is working on this
and has leads. Will hopefully confirm by the end of the month.
-Donation of $500 by the PTA Consortium with a likely contribution by the PT
Consortium to pay $75-$100 honorarium this year, and to also purchase a trophy or
plaque for the student challenge
-Exhibitors liked the idea of having only the students at one time instead of with
clinicians. Will need to decide whether to include that
-Tentative Agenda so far: 45-60 minute session talk in AM, networking lunch (1:00), 4560 min afternoon (2-3:00) session talk, election results, possibly over around 4:00
-other ideas are: certificate areas PT’s can get (advanced certification)
-The business meeting
-Students will get breakfast and then we’ll try to finalize the student SIG nominations at a
brief meeting prior to the General Membership Meeting. Still need to work out those
details. Other suggestion would be to put together ballot on Friday night at the Student
Challenge. If we can do that, then have the elections with the other elections at the
General Business Meeting.
-The student challenge
-Solicit all PT and PTA programs across Ohio to submit 5 questions

-Still working on the details of how it will be run. Tentative plan is to have it prior to the
Hot Topics Forum.
Student Website – need a taskforce to start working on the website to try to disperse the
work a little more to get website going. Volunteers: Michelle, Rob D, others? One goal
is to try to get housing options for the Fall Conference to encourage more students to
come.

Next meeting is Tuesday June 5, 2007 at 9:00

